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R is a commutative reduced ring. If X ~R, rR(X) ={rE R: Xr =O}. A ring homomorphism
f: R...... S is an exoteric homomorphism if for all pairs (1, J) of finitely generated ideals of R,
rR(1) = rR(J) implies rs(f(1)) = rsU(J)). Rings for which Qmax(R), the maximal quotient ring
of R, is a flat R-module and rings which contain no finitely generated dense ideals are amongst
the classes of rings which may be characterised through these homomorphisms.
1. Introduction and definitions
There have been many articles published on commutative reduced rings in the
past twenty years. The beginning of the investigation of the areas considered in
this paper could be defined by the publication of Henriksen and Jerison, [11]. In
more recent years the papers of Matlis [14] and Picavet [16] have summarised the
known results and presented many new results. An exhaustive bibliography has
not been given in this paper as large relevant bibliographies have appeared in [14]
and [16].
With the exception of Section 4, R will denote a commutative reduced ring with
identity. JU R will denote the category of right R-modules. A commutative ring R
is reduced if it contains no non-zero nilpotent elements. A ring R is said to be a
right P.P. ring if every principal right ideal of R is projective. A ring R is said to
be P.LF. if every principal right ideal is flat.
If A RE JUR, ER(A) denotes the right injective hull of A. A R~e BRdenotes that
A R is a right essential submodule of BR. For Xc;;, R, rR(X):= {y E R: Xy:= O}.
[R(X) is defined similarly. Qmax(R) will denote the maximal right quotient ring of
R. The reader is referred to [9] for general ring theory.
M(R) will denote the left flat epimorphic hull of R [8,19]. 'TM will denote the
perfect torsion theory corresponding to M(R) in the sense of [8, Proposition
17.8]. [!fM will denote the torsion free class of this torsion theory and ffM the
torsion class. If P is a prime ideal of R, 'Tp will denote the torsion theory
cogenerated by ER (R /P) and Tp will denote the corresponding torsion radical.
For details on torsion theories the reader is referred to [8,19].
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An ideal of a commutative reduced ring is said to be exoteric if it is the kernel
of an exoteric homomorphism. In Section 2 it is shown that the category of
regular rings with ring homomorphisms is a full subcategory of the category of
reduced rings and exoteric homomorphisms. It is shown that the topology induced
on the set of exoteric prime ideals of R by the constructible topology on Spec R
may be determined by a suitable family of exoteric homorphisms. This topological
space is used in the representation of N(R) , the epimorphic hull of R [20] as a
ring of global sections.
In Section 3, the condition 'Qmax(R) flat as an R-module' is investigated. This
condition has been considered in [14,15,17]. It was shown in [15] that Qmax(R)
is flat if and only if Min R is compact. Quentel [17] has shown that Qmax(R) is
flat if and only if M(R), the flat epimorphic hull of R, is a regular ring. In Section
3 further characterising conditions for Qmax(R) to be flat are given in terms of
exoteric homomorphism and torsion theories for JU R'
A right ideal I of R is said to be dense if HomR(R/I, E(R)) = O. Non-singular
rings which have no finitely generated dense right ideals are considered in
Sections 4 and 5. The notation for rings of continuous functions is that of [7].
2. Exoteric homomorphisms
Definition 2.1. A ring homomorphism h: R~ S is an exoteric homomorphism if
for all pairs (1, I) of finitely generated ideals of R, rR(I) = rR(I) implies
rih(!) = rs(h(I)).
These homomorphisms are called "faiblement de Baer" by Picavet [16, page
44].
It is shown in [12] that :feR), the set of annihilator ideals of R, a commutative
reduced ring, is a Boolean algebra. The infinum of I, K E :feR) may be defined
by I /\ K = InK and the supremum by I v K = rRrR(K + I). It is shown in [12,
page 32] that 2(R) -;;; gjJ(Q) where @(Q) is the Boolean algebra of idempotents
of Qmax(R).
Let 2 F(R) = {rRrR (1):I is a finitely generated ideal of R}. 2 F (R) is a disjunc-
tive sublattice of 2(R) (see, e.g., [3]).
Proposition 2.2. The following are equivalent for a ring homomorphism cp :R~ S,
where R, S are commutative reduced rings:
(i) cp is an exoteric homomorphism;
(ii) There exists a lattice homomorphism cp #: :fF(R)~ .;eF(S) given by
cp#(rRrR (1)) = rsrs(cp(I))·
Proof. (i)~ (ii). Assume rRrR(I) = rRrR(I). Then rR(I) = rR(J) and rs(cp(I)) =
rs(cp(J)) which implies rsrs(cp(I)) = rsrs(cp(J)). Hence cp# is well defined.
It will be shown that cp # preserves the infimums. The proof that cp # preserves
supremums is not difficult and will be omitted.
Exoteric homomorphisms
Let {a i };''''1 and {bJ7~1 be sets of generators of I and J respectively. Then
# ( " m )¢ (rRrR(I) /\ rRrR(J));: ¢ # i~ rRrR(a;) /\ j~ rRrR(b j )
= ¢ #( V. rRrR(aibj )) = ¢ #(rRrR(IJ)) ;: rsrs(¢(IJ))
',J
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(ii) :::;. (i). Let {aJ ;'= 1 and {b j} T= 1 be the set of generators of the ideals I and J
respectively.
Assume rR(I) = rR(J) i.e., 1\ 7=1 rR(ai) = /\ j"=1 rR(b j ) in .2(R). Then
i.e., V ;''''1 rRrR(ai) = V ;~1 rRrR(b) in .2F(R).
Thus ¢ #(V 7=1 rRrR(ai)) = ¢ #( V T=1 rRrR(b j )) and V ;'=1 ¢ #(rRrR(aJ) = V 7~1
¢#(rRrR(b)). Therefore V ;'=1 rsrs(¢(aJ) = Vj"=1 rsrs(¢(b)).
Thus in .2(S) , 1\ 7=1 rS(¢(ai) = /\ T~1 rs(¢(b j ) which implies rs(¢(I)) =
rs(¢(J))· 0
In the following N(R) denotes the epimorphic hull of R as defined by Storrer
[20]. The following two results are easily obtainable through the results of Picavet
[16].
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a commutative reduced ring. Then f3: R~ N(R) is an
exoteric homomorphism. 0
For an exoteric homomorphism ¢ :R~ S where S is a commutative regular ring
there exists a ring homomorphism ¢': N(R)~S such that the diagram
is commutative.
Corollary 2.4. V, the category of regular rings and ring homomorphisms, is a full
corefiective subcategory of C, the category of commutative reduced rings and
exoteric homomorphisms. 0
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Definition 2.5. An ideal of R is said to be exoteric if it is the kernel of an exoteric
homomorphism.
The reader is referred to [3] for properties of these ideals in an ideal-theoretic
context and a bibliography of articles where related concepts were investigated.
These ideals have previously been studied by Speed [18], Evans [4], and several
other authors, in the class of commutative P.P. rings. In this context they were
called Baer ideals [4,18].
Examples. (1) Every annihilator ideal of a commutative reduced ring is an
exoteric ideal.
(2) Every minimal prime ideal of a commutative reduced ring is an exoteric
ideal.
(3) R is a regular ring if and only if every ideal is an exoteric ideal.
(4) Tp(R) is an exoteric ideal, where Tp is the torsion radical of the theory
cogenerated by E(R/P).
Theorem 2.6. For a commutative reduced ring R, the following are equivalent:
(i) K is an exoteric ideal;
(ii) Xl' x2 , .•• 'Xn E K implies rRrR(~;:1 rRrR(xJ) ~ K;
(iii) K = K' n R, where K' is an ideal of N(R), the epimorphic hull of R;
(iv) K = K" n R, where K" is an ideal of Qmax(R).
Proof. (i) =? (ii). ¢ : R~ R /K is an exoteric homomorphism. Let
Xl' x2 ,· •• 'Xn E K. Then ¢(xi ) = 0 for all 1 :5 i:5 n and hence rsrS(¢(xi )) = 0 for
all i. Thus V 7=1 rsrS(¢(x i )) = 0 and ¢(V ;'=1 rRrR(x i )) = O.
(ii) =? (i). Assume rR(I) = rR(I) where I and I are finitely generated ideals of
R. Let z E R such that (I + K)(z + K) = 0 + K. Then zI ~ K which implies
rRrR(zI) ~ K and hence rRrR(I) n rRrR(z) ~ K. Thus Jz E rRrR(Jz) ~ K and z E
rRIK(] + K). It has been proved that rRIK(I + K) ~ rRIK(J + K) and the reverse
inclusion may be established in the same way.
(i)¢;> (iii). Assuming K is an exoteric ideal, there is a map ¢': N(R)~N(R/K)
such that the diagram
q,' ) N(R/K)!j
) R/Kq,
N(R)-~
,!
R--~
commutes (Theorem 2.3). K = Ker(j° ¢) = Ker(¢' 0 i) = Ker ¢' n R.
Conversely, if K = K' n R, then R/K ~ N(R) /K', which is a regular ring. The
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map ljJ:R->;N(R)/K' is an exoteric homomorphism and thus, K is an exoteric
ideal of R.
(iii) ¢:> (iv). Every ideal of N(R) is the contraction from an ideal of
Qmax(R). 0
The equivalence of (i), (ii), (iii) may also be established by using the fact that
L F (R) is isomorphic to a dense sublattice of the Boolean algebra of idempotents
of N(R).
Every prime exoteric ideal is the contraction from a maximal ideal of N(R).
Every exoteric ideal is an intersection of prime exoteric ideals.
The set of prime exoteric ideals with the topology induced by the Zariski
topology on the set of all prime ideals of Spec R will be denoted by Exspec R.
This set with the topology induced by the constructible topology [1, page 48] on
Spec R will be denoted by ExspecC(R).
For f3: R ->; N(R) the induced map f3 * :Max(N(R)) ->; Spec R is one-to-one,
continuous and onto Exspec(R) [15, Theorem 4.4]. Hence ExspecC(R) is a closed
subset of Spec R with the constructible topology. Furthermore ExspecC(R) is a
compact Haussdorf space and thus Max N(R) is homeomorphic to ExspecC(R).
Let f: R~ S, be an exoteric homomorphism where Rand S are commutative
reduced rings. Then if P is a prime exoteric ideal of S, r\p) is a prime exoteric
ideal of R.
Proposition 2.7. F is a closed set of ExspecC(R) if and only if there exists f: R~ S,
an exoteric homorphism into a regular ring S, such that F = 1m f*, where f* is the
induced map f* :Spec S ->; Spec R.
Proof. Let f3: R->; N(R) be the inclusion map of R into N(R) and
f3*: Max N(R)~ ExspecC(R) the induced homeomorphism from Max N(R) onto
ExspecC(R).
Iffis a closed set of ExspecC(R), then F= f3*(F') where F' is a closed set of
Max N(R). Since N(R) is regular, there exists a ring homomorphism
g: N(R)->; S, a regular ring such that F' = 1m g* where g* is the induced map
from MaxS to MaxN(R). Hence F=lm(gof3)*.
Conversely, if F =1m f*, then F is closed in Spec R with the constructible
topology [1] and hence is closed in ExspecC(R). 0
If P is a prime ideal of N(R), then QcL(R/P n R);;- N(R) /P as rings. (This is
easily obtained through Theorem 2.3). With this observation, an analogue of
Wiegand's theorem [22] for the construction of the universal regular ring may be
given.
Theorem 2.8. N(R) is isomorphic to the ring of global sections, T(X, ill). The
stalks are the rings QcL(R/P), where PEExspecR and X is the space
ExspecC(R). 0
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3. Qmax(R) is flat
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A module A R is said to be H-torsion free [5] if for all a E A and x E R,
ax = 0 implies that there exist elements {Xl' X2 ' ••• ,Xn } ~ R with XjX = 0 for all
1:5 i:5 nand {aI' a2, ... , an} ~ A such that a = E7=1 ajxj.
Theorem 3.1. For a commutative reduced ring R, the following are equivalent:
(i) Qmax(R) is flat as an R-module;
(ii) Qmax(R) is H-torsion free as an R-module;
(iii) For all x E R, rR(x) contains a finitely generated ideal which is essential in
rR(x) (i.e., every principal ideal is essentially finitely related, Goodearl [9]);
(iv) Every prime exoteric ideal of R is a minimal prime of R (Mewborn [15]);
(v) The torsion theory cogenerated by E(RIP) is a maximal torsion theory for
each prime exoteric ideal P of R.
Proof. (i) =? (ii). Every flat module is H-torsion free.
(ii):::} (iii). H-torsion free gives that rR(x) Q = rQ(x) for all x E R. Now since Q
is a regular ring, rQ(x) = eQ for some idempotent e E Q. Let Xl' x2, . .. ,xn be
the elements of rR(x) and ql' q2' ... ,qn the elements of Q such that e =
E7=1 xjqj' If z E rR(x) ~ rQ(x), then Z = ez = (E7=1 xjqj)z = E7=1 x j( qiZ). Let 1=
{x E R: (qiZ)X E R}. Since R ~e Q, I is an essential ideal of R and therefore
there exists y E I such that zy = E7=1 x j(qjz)y ,6 O. Thus 0,6 zy E E;'=l xjR i.e.,
E7=1 xjR ~e rR(x).
(iii):::} (iv). Let x E P and assume rR(x) ~ P. Let {Xl> X 2 , ... , xn} ~ R such
that E7=1 xiR ~e rR(x). Thus x, Xl' x2" .. ,x" generates a finitely generated
dense ideal which is contained in P. But this is impossible. Hence rR(x) g P. This
implies that P is a minimal prime ideal.
(iv)~ (v). This is an immediate consequence of two properties, firstly that the
torsion theory cogenerated by E(RIP) is a maximal torsion theory if and only if
TpeR) is a prime ideal and secondly that TpeR) is a prime ideal if and only if it is
a minimal prime ideal. 0
Cateforis [9, page 74]) has shown that for a non-singular ring, Qmax(R) is flat if
and only if every finitely generated right ideal is essentially finitely related.
Theorem 3.1 above shows that a weaker condition is sufficient in the commutative
case.
When Qmax(R) is flat, the topology of the perfect torsion theory TM is the set
of ideals of R which contain a finitely generated dense ideal [17]. The closed
ideals of the torsion theory are the exoteric ideals of R. The torsion theory is
cogenerated by ll"ER(RIM,,) where M" are the minimal prime ideals of R.
An ideal J of a ring is said to-be a torsion ideal jf J = T.,.(R), where T.,. is the
torsion radical for a torsion theory T [13, Chapter 2]. Lambek [13] characterises
Exorerichomomo~hftms
torsion ideals by the condition
K is a torsion ideal if
'VkEK' 'VXER (x ¢ K ::} 3x' E R with kx' = 0 and xx' yi K).
A torsion ideal is said to be of type II if
'VkEK ,3x 'ER(kx'=O and 'Vx¢K::}xx'yiK).
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Lemma 3.2. For a commutative reduced ring R, P is a minimal prime ideal if and
only if P is a prime torsion ideal. 0
Theorem 3.3. For a commutative reduced ring R, the following are equivalent:
(i) Omax(R) is fiat;
(ii) ER(RIJ) is an N(R)-module for every exoteric ideal J of R;
(iii) ER(R/P) is an N(R)-module for every prime exoteric ideal P of R;
(iv) Every prime exoteric ideal is a torsion ideal;
(v) Every exoteric ideal is a torsion ideal;
(vi) If <f>:R~ S is an exoteric homomorphism and S is a regular ring, then SR is
flat.
Proof. (i)::} (ii). Let [ijiM be the torsion free class of the perfect torsion theory
corresponding to M(R). RIJ E @PM and thus ER(R/J) E [ijiM and may be consi-
dered as an N(R)-module.
(ii)::} (iii). Trivial.
(iii)::} (iv). Let P' be a prime ideal of N(R) such that P' n R = P. By the
assumption ER(RIP) is an N(R)-module and as the functor F: N-mod~ R-mod
is full, ER(R/P) is an injective N(R)-module. The diagram
o~ RIP~NIP'
may be completed by an N(R)-homomorphism f3: NIP'~ E(RIP). NIP' is a
simple N(R)-module and f3 is a monomorphism. Thus ER(R/P) is an RIP-module
and h~nce P is a torsion ideal [13].
(iv)~ (v). Every exoteric ideal is an intersection of prime exoteric ideals.
(v)::} (i). Lemma 3.2 gives the result.
(i)~ (vi). When Omax(R) is flat, M(R) is regular and Theorem 2.3 gives that
SR is flat.
The converse follows by observing that the inclusion map of R into Qmax(R) is
an exoteric homomorphism. 0
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When Qmax(R) is flat, the modules A E fJiM , the torsion free class of 'TM , may
be characterised by:
A E ffM if and only if for all °¥- a E A and for any finitely generated ideal I of
R such that aI = 0, there exists x E R such that ax E rR(I)A\{O}.
This characterisation suggests the relationship between this concept of torsion
free and H-torsion free. When Qmax(R) is flat, a ring homomorphism cP : R -7 S
is an exoteric homomorphism if and only if SR E [ffiM'
Proposition 3.4. Every exoteric homomorphism is H-torsion free if and only if R is
a P.P. ring. 0
For C(X), the ring of all continuous real valued functions on a completely
regular space X, it is easily shown that every torsion ideal is an exoteric ideal and
hence for C(X) with Min R compact the torsion ideals and exoteric ideals
coincide.
Proposition 3.5. For a commutative reduced ring R, the following are equivalent:
(i) QCL(R) is regular;
(ii) Every exoteric ideal is a torsion ideal of type II;
(iii) Every torsion ideal is of type U.
Proof. (i)=? (ii). In [6] it was shown that QcL(R) is regular if and only iffor each
x E R there exists x' E R such that rRrR(x) = rR(x').
Let x E J, an exoteric ideal of R. Then by the above result there exists x' such
that xx' =0. Let y %J and assume yx' E J. Then y(x + x') E J. But Y E
rRrR(y(x +x')) ~ J as x + x' is a non-zero divisor of R. Thus J is a torsion ideal of
type II.
(ii) =? (i). If x E R, rRrR(x) is an exoteric ideal and by the assumption a torsion
ideal of type II. Thus there exists x' E R such that xx' =°and for all z %rRrR(x),
zx' %rRrR(x). Thus if wx' = 0, wE rRrR(x) and conversely if wE rRrR(x) , wx~ =
0. Hence rRrR(x) = rR(x').
(i) ¢} (iii). The proof is similar and will be omitted. 0
It is easily shown that a torsion ideal of type II is an intersection of minimal
prime ideals and hence is an exoteric ideal.
Quentel [17] has provided an example of a commutative reduced ring with
Qmax(R) flat which does not have QCL(R) regular.
P.P. rings and P.I.F. rings may also be characterised through conditions on the
torsion ideals. We record these characterisations without proof.
Theorem 3.6. For a commutative reduced ring R,
(i) R is a P.I.F. ring if and only if R/J is a flat R-module for every torsion ideal
J of type II or R.
(ii) R is a P.P. ring if and only ifR/J is a flat R-module for every torsion ideal J
of R. 0
4. Special saturated rings
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In this section R is an associative ring with identity but is not necessarily
commutative.
Definition 4.1. A ring R is said to be right special saturated if it contains no finitely
generated dense right ideals.
Examples. (1) Every regular ring is a right and left special saturated ring.
(2) Kasch rings are right and left special saturated rings [19, page 235].
(3) If R is a commutative ring and QCL(R) is also the flat epimorhic hull of R,
then QCL(R) is a right special saturated ring. Examples of such rings include
(i) R IS Bezaut (Le. every finitely generated ideal is principal);
(ii) The ring of continuous function C(X) on X, a completely regular space.
Special saturated rings were considered briefly in [5].
An example of a left special saturated ring which is not right special saturated is
provided by an example of Stoner in [21]. Let
{(
a 0 0) b d }R = b O. a, ,C, ,e E K
d ~ e . where K is a field.
Then R is a left special saturated but
is a finitely generated dense right ideal of R.
The following result is based on [2, Theorem 5.4]:
Theorem 4.2. For a ring R the following are equivalent:
(i) R is right special saturated ring;
(ii) Homn(P/ pI, E(R))"# 0 for any finitely generated projective R-module P and
finitely generated submodule P'.
Proof. (i)::;> (ii). It is possible to write P = REB S with a the projection of Pinto
Rand a(pl)"# R. Since a(p l) is a finitely generated right ideal of R, a(pl) is not
dense and thus there exists 0"# q E En(R) such that qa(pl) = O. Define
f: p~ E(R) by f(x) = qa(x). Then f induces a non-zero element of
HomR(P/ pi, E(R)).
(ii)::;> (i). Hamn(R/I, E(R))"# 0 for all finitely generated right ideals I of R.
Thus R contains no finitely generated dense right ideals. 0
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Theorem 4.3. Let R be a right non-singular ring. Then the following are equi-
valent:
(i) R is a right special saturated ring;
(ii) If V is a maximal ideal of R, V= v' n R for some maximal right ideal V' of
Qmax(R).
Proof. (i):;' (ii). Let V be a maximal right ideal of R and assume V # V' n R for
some maximal right ideal V I of Q.
Assume VQ # Q. Then VQ k;; V", a maximal right ideal of Q, which implies
V k;; VQ n R k;; V" n R # R and thus V" n R = V. Hence VQ = Q. But this implies
V contains a finitely generated dense right ideal.
(ii):;, (i). Let I be a finitely generated dense right ideal of R. Then I k;; V, a
maximal right ideal of R. By the assumption there exists a maximal right ideal V'
of Q such that V=V'nR. But Q=IQcV'. 0
From Theorem 4.3 it is easily seen that if R is a right non-singular special
saturated ring, feR) =0, where feR) is the Jacobson radical of R.
There exists a 'large' class of rings for which the condition lR(I) = 0, where 1 is
a finitely generated right ideal, implies 1 is a dense right ideal of R. For example
the following satisfy this property:
(i) commutative rings;
(ii) R is a right non-singular ring and Qmax(R) is right flat [5, Lemma 4.3];
(iii) R is a right non-singular ring and Qmax(R) is also a left essential
extension of R [9, Section 2D].
Corollary 4.4 (Bass [2, Theorem 5.4]). For a ring R in which every finitely
generated right ideal I of R with IR(I) = 0 is a dense ideal the following are
equivalent:
(i) R is a right special saturated ring;
(ii) HomR(P/ pi, R) # °for any finitely generated projective R-module P and
finitely generated submodule P'.
(iii) A finitely generated projective submodule of a projective left R-module is a
direct summand. 0
The question arises when a special saturated ring is regular. The following gives
necessary and sufficient conditions for this:
Corollary 4.5. For a right special saturated ring R which is right non-singular, we
have
(i) R is a right P. P. and Qmax(R) is right flat as an R-module ifand only if R is
regular.
(ii) (1 n R)Q = I for every right ideal 1 of Q if and only if R is a right
continuous regular ring.
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Proof. (ii) [10, Theorem 13.13] gives that if R is a continuous regular ring, then
(I n R)Q == I for all right ideals Iof Qmax(R).
Conversely, let x E R. Then xQ == eQ for some e2 == e E Q and
xQ n (1- e)Q == 0 which implies xR n «1 - e)Q n R) == O. By the assumption
«1- e)Q n R)Q == (1- e)Q. Thus there exists XI' x2 ' ... ,xn E R such that
~;'=I xiQ == (1- e)Q.
Let J be the right ideal of R with generating set x, XL' x2' ... 'Xn ' If q E
Qmax(R) and qJ == 0, then q E IQ(x) n '~~=I IQ(x;) == Q(l- e) n Qe == 0 and
hence xR is a direct summand of a finitely generated dense ideal of R. 0
If R is a finite-dimensional non-singular ring, right special saturated and
semisimple are equivalent.
5. Commutative special saturated ring
Definition 5.1. An ideal I of a commutative ring R is said to be a Z-ideal when:
X E I if there exists a set {x I , x2 ' ••• , Xn} k I such that x belongs to every
maximal ideal containing {x I , x2 ' ••• , x,,}.
This concept is borrowed from the concept of z-ideals in C(X) [7, Chapter 2]).
In C(X), I is a Z-ideal if and only if it is a z-ideal. Clearly every maximal ideal is
a Z-ideal as is every intersection of maximal ideals. In [7, page 28], an example is
provided of a Z-ideal which is not an intersection of maximal ideals. Every
intersection of Z-ideals is a Z-ideal and hence every ideal is contained in a
'smallest' Z-ideal defined by 1== n{J: J is a Z-ideal, Ir;;;, J}.
Proposition 5.2. If R is a commutative ring, I a Z-ideal, then I is an intersection of
prime Z-ideals.
Proof. Clearly I is an intersection of prime ideals minimal with respect to
containing I.
Let xl> x2 ' ••• , x" be a finite set contained in a prime ideal P of R minimal with
respect to containing I. Let k E R such that if {Xl> x2 , ••• , x,,} k V, a maximal
ideal, then k E V. Since P is a minimal prime belonging to I, there exists
Yl' Y2, ... , y" ¢'P such that X~iYi E I for some m i E N. Choose Y == YIY2 ... Y"
and m == sup{m l • m2 , .•• , mIl}' Then x;/ly E I for all i. If x;/ly E V, a maximal
ideal, for all i, then ky E V and hence ky E I k P. But y ¢'P and hence k E P.
Thus P is a Z-ideal.
Proposition 5.3. If the Jacobson radical, J(R), of a commutative reduced rmg R is
zero, then every exoteric ideal of R is a Z-ideal.
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Proof. Let xER, I an exoteric ideal of R, {Xl,X l , ... ,xn}~I such that if
{xI> Xl' •.• ,x,,} ~ V, a maximal ideal of R, then X E V.
Let y E n;l~l rR(x i ). Then if y,g'V, a maximal ideal of R, {Xl' X2 , ••• ,X,,} ~ V
and hence XE V. Thus xy E feR) = 0 and XE rRrR(L;'~l rRrR(x i » ~ I. 0
Theorem 5.4. If R is a commutative reduced ring, then the following are equi-
valent:
(i) R is a special saturated ring;
(ii) Every maximal ideal of R is an exoteric ideal;
(iii) Every Z-ideal of R is an exoteric ideal;
(iv) rRrR(I):; n",{V",: I~V"" V;, EMaxR} for every finitely generated right
ideal I of R.
Proof. (i) <ri (ii). This was established in Theorem 4.3.
(i) <ri (iii). Let {Xl' X 2 " .. ,x,J ~ I, a Z-ideal of R. Then
rRrR(L7=l rRrR(x;) ~ V, a maximal ideal of R whenever {Xl' Xv ..• , x,,} ~ V as
by the assumption V is exoteric. Hence rRrR(~;d rRrR(x;) ~ I. The converse is
trivial.
(ii) ¢:> (iv). rRrR(I) ~ n", {V",: I ~ Va,} clearly. Conversely let XEn", {V",: I ~
V",} and k E R such that kI = O. Then if x ¢'V, a maximal ideal of R, then I stv
and hence k E V. Thus kx E feR) =0 and hence x E rRrR(I). 0
When R is a special saturated ring, feR) -=: 0, and hence the Z-ideals and
exoteric ideals coincide.
Corollary 5.5. (i) For C(X) special saturated, the classes of z-ideals and exoteric
ideals coincide.
(ii) Every torsion ideal of C(X) is a z-ideal. 0
Corollary 5.6. For C(X), the following are equivalent:
(i) C(X) is a special saturated ring;
(ii) In the lattice of co-zero sets of C(X), {S(f): f E C(X)}, if 4> < S(f) < X,
then there exists 0", g E C(X) such that S(g) n SU) = 4> (i.e., the lattice of
co-zero sets is semi-complemented);
(iii) The classical quotient ring of C(X), QCL(X) = C(X).
Proof. (i) <ri(ii). Assume (i). Every non-zero divisor of C(X) is a unit. Let
4> < S( f) < X. Then f is a zero divisor of R and there exists g '" 0 such that fg = 0
which implies S(fg) = S(f) n S( g) = 4>. Since g '" 0, S( g) ¥' 4>. Conversely, every
finitely generated dense ideal of eeX) contains a non-zero divisor. Let f E C(X)
and assume S(f);>f X, Le., f is not a unit. Then there exists g such that
4> < S( g) < X and 4> ::: S( g) n S(f) = S( gf). Thus gf =0 and f is a zero divisor.
(i) <ri (iii). This is also straightforward and will be omitted. 0
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Example (A ring of continuous functions for which C(X) is special saturated but
X is not a P-space). Let X = {3N - N. The interior of every Go set in (3N - N has
non-empty interior [7, page 99, 8, 68]. Therefore, as every zero set is a Go set,
every zero set has non-empty interior.
Let f~, f2' ... , fn be generators of I, a proper finitely generated ideal of C(X).
Then there exists agE C(X) with ¢ oF S(g) ~ Z(f; +f; + '" +f;,) =
n7=t Z(D as f3N - N is completely regular. Thus for all products g(x)/;(x) ,
g(x) =P 0 implies /;(x) = 0 for all 1sis nand hex) oF 0 implies g(x) = O. Hence
o-oF g E rR(I) and thus C(X) contains no finitely generated dense ideals.
Proposition 5.7. For a commutative reduced ring R, the following are equivalent:
(i) R is a special saturated ring;
(ii) If ¢:R~ S is an onto ring homomorphism and S is regular, then ¢ is an
exoteric homomorphism. 0
Proposition 5.8. For a commutative reduced ring R, the following are equivalent:
(i) Every map ¢: R~ S where S is a regular ring is an exoteric homomor-
phism;
(ii) Every prime ideal of R is exoteric;
(iii) rRrR(I) = rad I for every finitely generated right ideal I of R (rad I is the
intersection of prime ideals containing 1).
Proof. (i) =? (ii). Let P be a prime ideal of R. Then QcL(R/P) is a field and
hence regular. Thus ¢:R~ QcL(R/P) is an exoteric homomorphism and
Ker ¢ = P is an exoteric ideal.
(ii) =? (i). This implies that N(R) is the universal regular ring [22, Theorem 1].
Hence there is a map ¢t: N(R)-:, S which gives the commutative diagram
Hence ¢ is exoteric.
(ii) ¢:> (iii). This is clear. 0
Rings satisfying condition (iii) have been discussed by Wiegand in [22]. Clearly
the rings which satisfy the equivalent conditions are special saturated rings. Not
every special saturated ring satisfies Proposition 5.8 as can be seen by the
following corollary:
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Corollary 5.9. For C(X) the following are equivalent:
(i) C(X) satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 5.8;
(ii) X is a P-space. 0
Theorem 5.10. Let M(R) be the flat epimorphic hull of a commutative reduced ring
R, T a faithful perfect torsion theory. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) T = A {Tp: P E Exspec R} in R-tors;
(ii) R r is a special saturated ring.
If these equivalent conditions are satisfied, then R r ;:::- M(R), the flat epimorphic
hull of R.
Proof. (i) =? (ii). If I is a finitely generated dense ideal of R, HomR(RI I,
ER(RIP)) =0 for all P E Exspec R. Thus every ideal of R which contains a finitely
generated dense ideal is a member of F, the topology corresponding to T and it is
easily shown that if IE F, then I contains a finitely generated dense ideal. Hence
Rr is a special saturated ring [5, Lemma 2.5].
(ii) =? (i). If Rr is a special saturated ring, then each maximal ideal V of Rr is an
exoteric ideal of R r • Since V n R is a maximal closed ideal of R (closed with
respect to the torsion theory T), then every T-torsion free R-module may be
imbedded in II ER(RIVnR) and hence in IIa ER(RIPa). Thus T= A{Tp : PE
ExspecR}.
The final statement follows from [5, Lemma 2.5]. D
Corollary 5.11. A commutative reduced ring R is special saturated if and only if
IIa ER(RIPa) is a cogenerator for JU R. {Pa} is the set of prime exoteric ideals of
R.
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